Identifying multiple populations from single-molecule lifetime distributions.
A major advantage of single-molecule methods over ensemble-averaging techniques involves the ability to characterize heterogeneity through the identification of multiple molecular populations. It can be challenging, however, to determine absolute values of dynamic parameters (and to relate these values to those determined from a conventional method) because characteristic timescales of various populations may vary over many orders of magnitude, and under a given set of experimental conditions instrumental sensitivity to various populations may be unequal. Using data obtained from the single-molecule tracking microscopy of fibrinogen protein adsorption and desorption, it is shown that by performing a combined analysis of molecular trajectories obtained using a range of acquisition times, it is possible to extract quantitative absolute values of multiple population fractions and residence times (with well-defined uncertainties), even when these values span many orders of magnitude. In particular, as many as six distinct populations are rigorously identified, exhibiting characteristic timescales that vary over nearly three orders of magnitude with population fractions as small as one part in a thousand. This approach will lead to better comparability between single-molecule experiments and may be useful in connecting single-molecule to ensemble-averaged observations.